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Summary: Symplectic approach to the mixed problem is presented. As an application the
proof of existence of generalized and classical solutions is given.

Introduction.

In an unpublished paper [1] W.M. Tulczyjew outlined a symplectic fra-
mework for linear field theories. This framework based on concepts derived
from physics contains a new approach to variational problems in the theory
of partial differential equations. Applications of the framework to linear el-
liptic equation are given in reference [6]. Many elements of the general fra-
mework apply to linear as well as nonlinear equations. Other elements can
be easily extended. In the present paper the framework is used to obtain
a variational formulation of nonhomogeneous mixed Neumann problem
for nonlinear hyperbolic equations. Within the framework we make use of
the Ritz-Faedo-Galerkin method to prove existence and uniquness of classi-
cal and generalized solutions. The Klein — Gordon equation with a nonlinear
term X%3 is used as an explicite example. Solutions of the homogeneous
mixed Dirichlet problem can be found in references [3] — [5].

The success of the Ritz-Faedo-Galerkin method applied to initial-
boundary value problem depends crucially on the correct choice of the
topology in the space of initial values. It can be easily seen that arguments
used in references [3] — [5], based on interpolation technics do not extend
to nonhomogeneous problems. The value of the symplectic approach con-
sists in suggesting a natural choice of Sobolev spaces of initial data in all
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cases. This choice is consistent with the physical meaning of initial data. The
physical aspect is ignored in usual approaches to differential equations.

The basic technic of Ritz-Faedo-Galerkin method is that of apriori e-
stimates. The version of this technic used in references [3] — [5] has to be
significantly modified and improved in order to be applicable to the non-
homogeneous Neumann case. Modifications given in the present paper regard
mainly the proof of existence of classical solutions (see III, 2, 3). In the case
of generalized solutions the required modifications are less significant.

The paper begins with a short review of the unpublished paper [1].
This is followed by an example and a general discussion of the topology of
the spaces of data (Chapter I). Chapter II deals with generalized solutions.
Classical solutions are considered in Chapter III.

0. Notation.

Let SI be bounded domain in R3, with the smooth boundary
fl,: = &x{t} C D: = fix[0, T] C R4

( , ) — scalar product in
( , )t — scalar product in

— Sobolev space with index sX)
= (ff(®.)Y , II Hs - norm in tf.

x — functions on D (or £24) ,
f=fdt*dxl*dx2«dx3 — 4-form on D,
p = p° dx1 *dx2«dx3 + ... 3-form on D,

I. Variational formulation of the problem.

1. Symplectic spaces.

In this section we shall describe the symplectic space associated with the
3

curret T given by £it and vector field —^ on it:
at
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<TF,/> = //J —. We use the procedure described in [1]. According to it we

have the mapping

<, >TT: (y, *)-*<T,d(xp)-xf> =

A-

3nt o£ a;

= / x p<sfo + / x(dtp° -f)dv + f dtx p° dv

Symplectic space is obtained as a direct sum of quotient spaces by
left and right kernels of the bilinear form <, >TJ-. We shall denote them by
X-y and Y-y respectively. Duality between X-y and Y-y will be denote by
the same symbol <, >-ii-. Symplectic structure is the canonical structure in
a dual pair. We see that an element x-y = [x] of X-y can be described by
the pair (xlj^, 3t^nt) and an elementy-y = [p,f] by the triple (p on d£lt, (btp° —

2. Dynamics.

Elements of X-yxY-y compatible with dynamics form a Lagrangian sub-
space A-if. Its generating function W-y is the following (see [1]):

Wif(x-ff) = <T, L°jlx~> where x is a representative of XT,JIX its first
jet, L is Lagrangian density.
Thus we have:

'-y,y'-y>-y =

This is variational formulation we are interested in.

3. Nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation (tac4 case).

In the following we shall deal with the following Lagrangian:
\_

2
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Lagrange form of field equations is:

p = btx , p* — ~ fyx i = 1, 2, 3 ,

dtp0 + dip* ~f= — m2x + X#3 .

In this case A-n- is given by the equation

fir) - / dtx dtx' — 2 d;x d{Xr — m2xx' — X x3x'
fit i=l

4- f (ri -h° — f\v' 4- f ^j°A v'' J \°tP J/x ' J P OfX

(x1, x represent x'-y, x^).
Taking x'-y such that x'\at = 0 we get p° = dtx.
Taking tf-n- such that dtx \at = 0 we get

/ (-J bixdix'-m2xx'-\x3x')= f x'p+f (dtp°-f)xr.
n* »'=i 3nf "*•

Now, we can rewrite our equation in an equivalent form:

\ x tyx' +m2xx' + Ihc3x'
Sit

or

(dfx, x') + b(x, x') + (te3 ,x') = - (y, x')at

where b(x, x') = / x d;x'-+m2xx
1=1

(3.1)

= / fx'- f px' (3.2)

4. Topology.

We saw that canonical conjugate pairs are:
x and dtp° ~f, x\dsi, and p, dtx and p°.

. S--

It means, that if x £&(&*), x\QSlt^ff2(dQ,t), btx^fF'(Slt) i.e. Xv=

= ff(Slt)xIf'(Slt) (s > — ), then conjugate elements should be treated as ele-
•o

ments of:

, pen
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in order to obtain Y-y = (X-y)'.

It seems to be natural to put —st = — s H — i.e. s = Sj + 1. In the fol-

lowing we shall consider the case s= 1 only, i.e.

5. Formulation of the mixed Neumann problem.

Given: p, f, xa ,x0. We are looking for an element x e //*(£)) such that:

(i) (3.2) is satisfied for each t G [0, T] /5

(ii) x(0) = xa ,

» satisfying (5.2) is called "a generalized solution of the mixed Neumann pro-
blem".
assuming that the expressions below have the sence, the formulation above
is equivalent to the following one

(i) (3? - A)x + m2x + A*3 = / in D
(ii) bnx = -p on b£lx[0, T] (5.2)
(ii) x(0) = x0 , 9t

II. Generalized solution of the mixed Neumann problem.

In order to prove existence we use Galerkin-Faedo method.

1. Approximate solution.

First we choose a basis wv, w2, ...,wm,... in Hl(Sl). We define ap-
proximate solution xm(t) by:

IK

xm(t)= E gim(t)wi, where functions gim(t) satisfy system of equations
i = l ,/

(d?xm, wi) + b(xm, Wi) + \(x^, Wi) = -(y, i»i)at i=l,..., m (1.1)
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with initial data gim(G) = 1-̂  , — fe(0) = %m where

n
2=1 j=l

This means that gim are given as solutions of systems of ordinary dif-
ferential equations. By well known theorems such systems have unique lo-
cal solutions provided y = (p, f) where

Global existence follows from the a priori estimates.

2. A priori estimates.

From (1.1) it follows that

(d?xm, dtxm) + b(xm, dtxm) + \(x^, Btxm) = - (y, 3

and

A. A 1 A
dt 2 **' * 2 (Xm'Xm' 4

= / *tpXm + </, 9^»z )•

Hence for \ 0

+ b(xm(t), xm(t)) < (dtxm(0), afxm(0)) + b(xm(0), x

+ - \(*i (0), x^ (0)) + / pxm- f pxm +/ f drpxm d-r +

But (x^,(0),x^(0))<Ci lkra(0)||t (Sobolev inequality),

xm. l< sup || i ||
2
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and | JT / aTpxM I2 < / \\p(r)\\\ f \\pem(r)\\\ =
o 3«T o " 2 °

f \\xm(r)\\dT.= £3
0

Thus we have:

1 1

- - c2)2 < W2(0) + cl W4(0) + c2 W(0) + c4 + cs / (If (T) - - erf dr.
2 o 2

where Ci depends on T and norms of p and / only. By Gronwall Lemma
W(t) is uniformely bounded on [0, T] and by standard arguments we have
global existence of xm.

In the same way we can get estimates for the solution of the problem
I. (3.2).

3. Generalized solution.

By stan dart compactness arguments (for details see [3]) we have that
wm converges (weakly) in H*(D) and the limit satisfies (3.2) (or rather
(3.1)). Also uniqueness is easy to prove. Thus we have proved the following:

j_
Theorem 1. For p <EHl(Q, T;H 2(3fi)) , f&tf(Q,T;H°(&.)) there exist
exactly one solution x£Hl(D) of I. (3.1) such that x(0) = x0 £ Hl

Remark. One can treat / and p jointly taking y£Hl(0, T;H~l(&)).

III. Classical solution.

By well known embedding theorem it is sufficient to show that the ge-
neralized solution is in H5(D), i.e. in H°(0, T;H5(O)) 0^(0, T-,H°(Sl)).

I . A priori estimates of the time derivatives of approximate solutions.

JL
Suppose zo,-eHs(n) i = 1, 2, ... , pGH5(0, T-,H 2(3O)), /G#3(D). We
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know, that gim are differentiable and the following equality holds:

*=1,...,4,

Hence

2 at

?*2i , a?*' XOT ) - <a*y, a**1 *
We have to prove uniform boundedness of (3**

2io?xi,a?+I*,»)i<Ha?*iii2 + iia?*1*fB|ia, but
terms with derivatives of an order <k — 1, and lia*flc»,*mll2

Since we have already proved boundedness of Ib^ll! and
by induction, using (1.2) and Gronwall Lemma (as in section II)
and ||a*+1*m(f)ll are bounded if bounded are \\$xm(ff)\\i and

(1.1)

(1-2)

a i .

JI then

2. Boundedness of ||3^x

From now we assume that data are compatible, i.e.

on

(dtx(0) can be expressed by xa, x0 using I. (5.2)).

Moreover we assume that 2 %imwi~*xo in Hs(fl) and

(2.1)

n

Let A be a. self-adjoint, positively definite operator on
IMIs = \\Ax\\. Of course norm ||̂ ||, is equivalent to ||A1

eigenfunction of A, i= I , 2... .
Now, we pass to the proof:

k - 0, 1 — evident,
k = 2.

(tfxm (0), Wi) = - b(xm(0), v>i)

(2.2)

such that
Let Wj be
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+ A)^(O), TO; + (f, TO,-) ~ X04(0), wd ~ f TOZ<9A(0) + p(0)) i = 1, ..., HI.

But 9B#HZ(0)-»-£(0) (?»•-»•<») and we can write d?xm(Q) = Pm(~m2 +
+ &)xm(ff) + Pmf-PmXm(0) +em where POT is ortogonal projection onto
subspace of H°(&) spanned by W|, ..., wm; em are small in H^SZ). Hence

lia?**(0)l|3 < \\Pm(~ m2 + A)^(0)||3 + ||Pm/l|3

But F^^i = yl P and

< IK- w + A)^(0)3 + |(/1|3 + X||xi(0)||3 +e
l|/"(0)||3 +ct\^cm(0)\\l+e. Now, boundedness follows from (2.2).

Using (2.1) we have, as in the case k=2, that

lia?**<0)||2 < IK- m2 + A) atxm(0)||2 + ||9f/(0)||2 + 113̂ (0)11, + e

||xm(0)||3)3 + e

||9t3/(0)|| +c3(||at3xM(0)||1 + ...)

3. Classical solution.

Results of previous sections show existence of 3£x k = 1, ..., 5. Mo-
reover, ajxefl°(o, T;fl°(n».
It remains to prove that x &H°(Q, T;
We have

(b?x, w) + b(x, w) +-X(x3, a?) = -(y, w)nt w

Hence

fc(x, TO) = -(3?x, TO) + X(x3, TO) - (y, w)n/ (3.1)

Let pGH°(0, T;H2(9fi)) and / e fl°(0, T; «°(n» then right-hand side in
(3.1) is continuous with respect to
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2 (

On the other hand b(x, w) = (Ax, w)^ where (see [6])

j_
It follows that Ax £H2(d$l)xH°(&:). But A is an isomorphism between

Hs(&) and Jr/T(3n)xflf"2(n) (s > 2) (see [2], [6]). It means that x(t) G/f2^)
and
Next step:

and (3.1) implies &((- A + m2)x, w) =
- b(hx3 —f, w) — (3^, w) — X(9f x3, w) — (dly, w). As before we get (- A +
+ m2)xeH1($l) and because

we have, by isomorphism theorem, that x^H3(Q,~). Repeating twice this
procedure we obtain x €ff(Q, T-,HS (&,)).
Now, we can formulate results as a theorem

i_ 7_

Theorem 2. Let /GH3(D), p GHS(0, T;H~2(d®,)) nH°(0, T;

Suppose that this data are compatible, then there exists exactly one solution
* of the problem II. (5.2) and x G C2(D).
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